danger or the fanatical zeal of the Communists.    In   203
every country of Europe large sections of the people were
infected by the vigorous propaganda of Moscow.
The -war was just over. Allies and Central Powers,
Western Europe was still divided in counsel as opposed
to Soviet enthusiasm. Hatred and suspicions and dis-
trust kept the nations from uniting in defense of their
common civilization.
Lenin said, "True strategy consists in deferring the
attack till the morale of the enemy has been so under-
mined that victory can be made both certain and com-
plete"
This maxim the Soviets followed in their invasion
in the north of Poland They were absolutely sure of
victory, for they outnumbered the Poles, they had plenty
of money and a great amount of equipment taken from
the White armies (to whom it had been given by the
Allies), They seldom attacked directly. Wherever the
Poles held a strong position, they would march around
it and announce to the world that this place had been
taken—whereas the truth was it had been turned. Then
the Poles had to retreat and take up a second position,
a third, a fourth; pushed back step by step, their
morale was undermined a little more each time,
This method of invading began at the middle of Slay.
The weak Polish force was pushed back sixty miles to
Wilno, With the evacuation of Kiev, the Kussians con-
centrated on the north, On the fourth of July they be-
gan a more active offensive, with twenty-one divisions
of infantry and two of cavalry. Again the Poles had
to retreat.
All the year before, with five enemies to contend with,
the nation had been either indifferent or blind to the
extent of its peril. Suddenly the whole atmosphere
changed with the cry, "The country is in danger!1' On
the first of July a Council of Defense of the State was
formed.

